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Abstract  It has been realized for some time that the slow solar wind with its embedded heliospheric current sheet often exhibits complex features suggesting at least partially transient origin. In this paper we investigate the structure of the slow solar wind using the observations by the Wind and STEREO spacecraft during two Carrington rotations (2054 and 2055). These occur at the time of minimum solar activity when the interplanetary medium is dominated by recurrent high-speed streams and large-scale interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) are rare. However, the signatures of transients with small scale-sizes and/or low magnetic field strength (comparable with the typical solar wind value, ∼ 5 nT) are frequently found in the slow solar wind at these times. These events do not exhibit significant speed gradients across the structure, but instead appear to move with the surrounding flow.
Source mapping using models based on GONG magnetograms suggests that these transients come from the vicinity of coronal source surface sector boundaries. *In situ* they are correspondingly observed in the vicinity of high density structures where the dominant electron heat flux reverses its flow polarity. These weak transients might be indications of dynamical changes at the coronal hole boundaries or at the edges of the helmet streamer belt previously reported in coronagraph observations. Our analysis supports the idea that even at solar minimum, a considerable fraction of the slow solar wind is transient in nature.

1. Introduction

During the solar activity minimum the *low-latitude* heliosphere is characterized by recurrent high-speed solar wind streams that carry the heliospheric open field lines, often rooted in the low latitude extensions of the polar coronal holes or in large mid-to-low latitude holes. The origin of the slow ($< 450 \text{ km s}^{-1}$) solar wind is, however, much less understood. The slow solar wind includes the features sometimes associated with the heliospheric plasma sheet (HPS), defined as a high density and high beta, relatively narrow ($\sim 0.01 \text{ AU}$ near the orbit at the Earth) region that contains the heliospheric current sheet (HCS). The HPS is thought to be at least in part connected with the closed field lines of the coronal streamer belt (Gosling *et al.*, 1981). However, the slow solar wind spans a much larger region than suggested by the width of the coronal streamer belt, giving support to the idea that part of the slow solar wind originates from the coronal hole boundaries (e.g. Lionello *et al.*, 2005). The detailed interpretation of the slow solar wind is also hampered by the frequent occurrence at 1 AU of compressions between solar wind streams of high and low speed, where the medium may be altered from its original state.

Availability of high quality solar images over the last decade has reinforced the idea that coronal streamers are far from steady structures (Sheeley *et al.*, 1997; Wang *et al.*, 1998, 2000). Small blobs of enhanced density are observed to flow outward from the streamer cusps at the rate of about four blobs per day. In LASCO coronagraph images the blobs first become visible around 3 – 4 solar radii ($R_S$) with speeds ranging from 0 to 100 km s$^{-1}$, and they accelerate to speeds of 250 – 400 km s$^{-1}$ in the outer edge of the C3 field of view ($\sim 30 R_S$). The radial acceleration profile of the 'blobs' is consistent with a slow solar wind acceleration profile (Sheeley *et al.*, 1997). The latest images from the STEREO Heliospheric Imagers (Sheeley *et al.*, 2008a, 2008b; Rouillard *et al.*, 2008, 2009) track these structures up to 1 AU or more on occasion. However, it is not clear whether they are tracers of slow solar wind, or are simply the slow solar wind itself.

In interplanetary space the slow solar wind has a very variable structure, ranging from relatively smooth and featureless outflows to large-scale slow ICMEs (Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections). Crooker *et al.* (1996) and Kahler, Crooker, and Larson (2003) used observed magnetic fields and suprathermal electrons to argue that a complex layer of intertwined flux tubes was a good description of the HPS. Moldwin *et al.* (2000) presented evidence for small flux-rope-like features in the interplanetary field although they could not associate them with a particular solar wind type or solar origin.

Sheeley *et al.* (1997) had earlier suggested that the release of material by reconnection at coronal hole boundaries may be the mechanism that maintains their boundaries in the case of rigidly rotating holes. The most common type of reconnection, also found by Lionello *et al.* (2005) in a numerical simulation of evolving coronal hole boundaries, is the so-called interchange reconnection where an open field line reconnects with an adjacent closed field line. Other suggested reconfiguration mechanisms of coronal fields include closed loops,
which expand into the solar wind. These loops can be regarded to become “open”. Reconnection between the two oppositely oriented open field lines form an U-shaped magnetic structure, open to the outer heliosphere at both ends, which is quickly carried away in the solar wind, and loops that close down forming a streamer (Wang et al., 2000; Lionello et al., 2005). All of these processes are probably constantly occurring at the boundaries of the ‘last’ closed field lines of the coronal helmet streamer belt, as well as at the cusps of the helmet streamers. The question is whether the in situ observations of slow solar wind can be understood in these terms alone, or whether other slow solar wind sources such as rapidly diverging open fields (e.g. Wang and Sheeley, 1990) are major contributors.

For the present study, we surveyed the structure of the slow (< 450 km s\(^{-1}\)) solar wind observed during Carrington rotations 2054 and 2055 (March – April 2007) coinciding with the present solar activity minimum. These Carrington rotations exhibited exceptionally well-defined high speed streams separated by periods of < 450 km s\(^{-1}\) plasma flows with typical slow solar wind appearance.

The analysis makes use of the multipoint observations provided by Solar TErrestrial RElation Observatory (STEREO) (Kaiser et al., 2007). STEREO consists of two identical spacecraft, one that leads the Earth (STEREO A; STA) and one that lags the Earth (STEREO B; STB) on its orbit around the Sun. During periods of the investigation the angular separation of the STEREO spacecraft was between 1.3° – 5.6°, corresponding to a separation of \(\sim 0.01 – 0.02\) AU in the east-west direction. This is significantly less than the typical dimensions of magnetic clouds at 1 AU that have average radial diameters of \(\sim 0.27\) AU at solar minimum (Jian, 2008) and similar magnetic field behavior has been reported for longitudinal separations of \(\sim 10°\) (Mulligan et al., 1999). The multi-view capability of the STEREO measurements was further enhanced by using the observations by the Wind and the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft that at the time of the study were located at the Lagrangian point L1, approximately between the STEREO spacecraft. ACE and Wind thus measured very similar solar wind conditions and in this work we will use primarily Wind measurements to describe the conditions at L1. Our data sets come from the magnetometers, plasma analyzers (PLASTIC) and solar wind electron analyzers (SWEA) on STEREO described in Acuna et al. (2008), Galvin et al. (2008), and Sauvaud et al. (2008), respectively, the magnetometer and 3D plasma analyzer (3DP) on Wind (Lepping et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1995), and the plasma analyzer (SWEPAM) and plasma spectrometer (SWICS) on ACE.

Due to very low solar activity no large-scale, clear ICMEs were identified during this period, but we searched for intervals of any scale, lasting more than 1 hour, when classical signatures of ICMEs were present. The various magnetic field, solar wind plasma, plasma compositional and suprathermal particle signatures that distinguish ICMEs from the ambient solar wind are summarized and discussed e.g. by Gosling (1990), Neugebauer and Goldstein (1997), and Zurbuchen and Richardson (2006).

The ICME identification can be sometimes very ambiguous (Gosling, 1997) as there is no signature that would be present in all ICMEs and various signatures do not always occur simultaneously. We faced the same problem when identifying the small transients. We searched for the intervals with decreased magnetic field variability, smooth rotation of the magnetic field and clear decreases in the proton temperature \((T_p)\) and proton beta. Solar wind temperature depressions are considered as one of the most reliably ICME identifiers (Gosling, Pizzo, and Bame, 1973; Richardson and Cane, 1995). Using the empirical correlation between solar wind speed and proton temperature (Lopez, 1987) to calculate the “expected proton temperature” \((T_{ex})\) Richardson and Cane (1995) found that ICMEs typically have \(T_p/T_{ex} < 0.5\). Their formula is calibrated for the Near-Earth Heliospheric data base (OMNI) and for the L1 measurements we calculated the \(T_p/T_{ex}\) ratio using the OMNI
data. For the STEREO spacecraft no such a formula has yet been determined and thus, for the STEREO data we searched for the intervals with clear depression of $T_p$, requiring that the thermal speed is below 20 km s$^{-1}$ (Russell and Shinde, 2003).

In addition, we examined suprathermal solar wind electrons with energies above $\sim$ 80 eV to diagnose the magnetic connection to the Sun. We examine these data for signatures of counterstreaming electrons (indicating closed loops still attached to the Sun), heat-flux dropouts (indicating detached U field structure), unidirectional flow and false polarities (possibly indicating interchange reconnection).

ICMEs also exhibit various compositional anomalies including increased helium to proton ration ($\text{He}/\text{H} > 0.08$), enhanced Fe charge states and enhancement of $\text{O}^{+7}/\text{O}^{+6}$ (e.g. Richardson and Cane, 2004 and references therein). We investigated the above listed ratios and the Fe charge states for small transients identified at L1 using the ACE measurements and for the events observed at the location of the STEREO spacecraft the Fe charge states were studied.

2. Observations

Figure 1 shows the solar wind magnetic field and plasma measurements obtained during the Carrington rotations 2054 and 2055 from the 1-hour averaged OMNI data base. At the time of this study OMNI data was composed of the Wind and ACE spacecraft measurements, both located at L1. STEREO spacecraft were still close to the Sun–Earth line and the overall pattern of the solar wind parameters was very similar at the location of the STEREO spacecraft as at L1. The red-hatched regions in Figure 1 indicate the transients that were identified based on the smooth and organized magnetic field, clear drop in plasma beta and/or temperature as well as distinct suprathermal electron signatures. Tables 1–3 summarize the key signatures of the transients at each spacecraft.

Table 1 (two last columns) also gives the estimated propagation speeds for each transient from Wind to the STA and STB (if observed). We have used the average solar wind speed during the transient, the time difference between the leading edge observations at different spacecraft and assumed the propagation along the GSE $X$-direction. For most of the events the estimated propagation speeds are in the range of the slow solar wind speed. Significant differences between the estimated propagation speeds and the transient’s speeds (e.g. Event E5) arise presumably from the non-radial propagation as well as the uncertainties in determining the transient front boundaries. For one transient (Event E17) the leading edge was detected almost simultaneously at all spacecraft.

As typical for the solar minimum period Figure 1(b) shows the presence of recurring high speed solar wind structure in the near-Earth interplanetary medium during the investigated Carrington rotations. These streams emanated from two large equatorial coronal holes (Figure 2). It is seen from Figure 1 that transients constitute a significant, but not a dominant part of the slow solar wind during that period.

During two Carrington rotations we identified a total of 17 separate transient structures from the slow solar wind. Seven (E2, E4, E9, E10, E12, E14, E17) of these 17 events could be identified at all three locations and three events (E1, E3, E5) at two of the locations, i.e. they were detected by the Wind spacecraft and one of the STEREO spacecraft. The remaining eight events could be identified only at one of the locations. There were four events detected only by Wind (E7, E8, E11, E13), one event seen only by STA (E15) and two events detected only by STB (E6, E16).

Most of the identified transients exhibited several ICME signatures. An example of such an event is given in Figure 3 that displays the measurements during the transient on
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Figure 1 Measurements from the OMNI data base during the Carrington rotations 2054 and 2055. Panels show: (a) magnetic field magnitude, (b) solar wind speed (horizontal line indicates the speed 450 km s\(^{-1}\)), (c) proton density, (d) proton temperature (purple line) and the temperature expected for the observed solar wind speed (red line; Richardson and Cane, 1995), (e) proton beta, (f) magnetic field GSE azimuth angle (\(\phi\)) and (g) the pitch angle spectrogram of suprathermal 260 eV electrons from the Wind spacecraft (data shifted to the bow shock using the time shift from the OMNI data base). Two horizontal lines (\(\phi = 45^\circ\) and \(\phi = 225^\circ\)) in panel (f) indicate the division to away (\(\phi\) within \(45^\circ - 225^\circ\)) and toward (\(\phi = 315^\circ\) on average) magnetic sectors. The colored regions show the identified transients.

29 March 2007 (Event E4) that was seen by all observing spacecraft. At this time STEREO spacecraft were separated by only 2.8 degrees. This structure had a diameter in the radial direction less than 0.1 AU (\(\sim 2350 R_E\)) and low magnetic field magnitude (\(< 6\) nT), but as seen from Figure 3, several clear ICME signatures were present: smooth magnetic field profile, organized magnetic field behavior, depressed proton beta and temperature as well as
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>End Time</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Average Solar Wind Speed</th>
<th>Estimated Diameter</th>
<th>Change in Solar Wind Speed</th>
<th>Magnetic Field Maximum</th>
<th>Temperature Depression</th>
<th>Organized Magnetic Field Behavior</th>
<th>Propagation Speed from STA to Wind</th>
<th>Propagation Speed from Wind to STB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>3/0405 – 3/10 0735</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>359.1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>–35.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>667.3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>3/24 0510 – 3/24 1225</td>
<td>BDE</td>
<td>363.8</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>–15.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>374.3</td>
<td>363.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>3/24 1845 – 3/24 2300</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>361.2</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>+5.9</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>421.1</td>
<td>421.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>3/29 1505 – 3/30 0020</td>
<td>BDE</td>
<td>396.1</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>–10.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>606.2</td>
<td>402.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5</td>
<td>4/07 0305 – 4/07 0520</td>
<td>D90</td>
<td>433.5</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>–20.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1322.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6</td>
<td>4/10 0310 – 4/10 0745</td>
<td>D90</td>
<td>378.0</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>–26.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E7</td>
<td>4/10 1040 – 4/10 1315</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>397.8</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>+22.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8</td>
<td>4/14 0510 – 4/14 1450</td>
<td>BDE</td>
<td>361.4</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>–9.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>366.0</td>
<td>446.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E9</td>
<td>4/14 1945 – 4/14 0255</td>
<td>D90</td>
<td>351.1</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>+5.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>275.5</td>
<td>468.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>4/20 0200 – 4/20 1150</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>334.5</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>–32.4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E11</td>
<td>4/23 1550 – 4/23 2145</td>
<td>BDE</td>
<td>447.9</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>–65.5</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E12</td>
<td>4/23 2110 – 4/23 0640</td>
<td>BDE</td>
<td>438.1</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>–19.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>508.3</td>
<td>212.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13</td>
<td>4/24 1815 – 4/24 2045</td>
<td>D90</td>
<td>457.3</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>–10.7</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>412.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E14</td>
<td>4/26 1825 – 4/27 0350</td>
<td>D90</td>
<td>434.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>–27.4</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
clear counterstreaming of heat flux electrons. All spacecraft recorded very similar features and it is clear that they encountered the same transient.

Figure 4 shows an example of the transient on 14 April 2007 (Event E9) that was encountered by all spacecraft, but when clear differences were visible at different locations. The separation between the STEREO spacecraft was 4.1 degrees. Wind and STB that were only 1.2 degrees from each other recorded very similar magnetic field and plasma characteristics while STA measurements show distinct differences in the magnetic field profile. Pitch angle (PA) spectrograms show the strahl centered on PA 180° before the transient. During the transient all spacecraft detected counterstreaming electrons. The transient E10 (also visible in Figure 4) that occurred close to the Event E9 is distinguished by depressed proton temperature and beta. This latter transient was associated with a clear depletion in the halo electron distribution functions centered on 90° PA (e.g. Gosling, Skoug, and Feldman, 2001).

The transient shown in Figure 5 exhibit magnetic cloud-like behavior at STA (left panel): During this transient the magnetic field profile was smooth and symmetric, peaking approximately in the middle of the transient and the magnetic field direction rotated in an organized way. Proton beta and temperature were slightly depressed. The separation between the STA and STB was 5.3 degrees and no signatures of the transient could be identified at STB. At
Wind, located 3.7 degrees away from STA, there was a short period of depressed proton beta and temperature. PA spectrograms at STA show strahl appearing at PA 180° throughout the transient while at Wind a halo depletion around 90° PA can be distinguished. In addition the field angles were clearly different. Although characteristics were very different between Wind and STA the timing considerations (Table 1) suggest that the spacecraft could have indeed encountered the same transient. This event was also one of the smallest in our data set, having a radial diameter of only 0.019 AU at STA.

Three events (E1, E7 and E11) were associated with only a clear temperature drop. However, temperature depressions are considered one of the best indicators of the CME related material in the solar wind (e.g. Gosling, Pizzo, and Bame, 1973; Richardson and Cane, 1995). An example of a temperature depression event observed by Wind is given in Figure 6 (Event E11). STA and STB located 3.4 and 1.4 degrees away, respectively at this time, did not observe the associated temperature depression. Figure 6 shows that at the time of the event the magnetic field strength was low (< 5 nT) and the magnetic field directional changes appear very disorganized. The PA spectrogram indicates that the suprathermal electron flux was unidirectional throughout this transient, making it unlikely that it was a closed magnetic structure.

Table 4 lists the average values of the magnetic field maximum ($B_{\text{max}}$), the speed change across the transient ($|\Delta V|$) and the radial diameter of all identified transients. We have also included in Table 4 the corresponding values for the 36 ICMEs identified during the solar minimum years 1995–1997 and for the 272 ICMEs identified over solar cycle 23 (1995–2006) by Jian et al. (2006), Jian (2008). On average the magnetic field magnitudes during the intervals in Tables 1–3 were close to the nominal solar wind value, ~5 nT. All except two transients had $B_{\text{max}} < 10$ nT and the average $B_{\text{max}}$ for all identified transients was 7.3 nT. The $B_{\text{max}}$ reported for the solar minimum ICMEs was almost twice as large, 13.9 nT.

The third panel of Table 4 indicates that in general the solar wind speed did not change significantly during the passages of the identified transients; they appear to be carried along with the surrounding slow solar wind. As seen from Table 4 solar wind speed variations across the ICME were generally lower at solar minimum than when averaged over all activity phases. However, the observed $|\Delta V|$ for small transients, 20 km s$^{-1}$, is still significantly smaller than the average for solar minimum ICMEs, 80 km s$^{-1}$. In addition, none
Figure 3 Measurements by (left) STA, (middle) Wind, and (right) STB during a transient on 29 March 2007 (Event E4). Temperature measurements in the middle panel are based on the OMNI data and the data been shifted to the location of Wind. The separation angles between the spacecraft were: $\theta_{AB} = 2.8^\circ$ (STA-STB), $\theta_{AW} = 2.2^\circ$ (STA-Wind), $\theta_{BW} = 0.66^\circ$ (STB-Wind). Panels show: (a) magnetic field magnitude, (b) – (c) magnetic field longitude and latitude in GSE-coordinates, (d) solar wind speed, (e) proton density, (f) thermal speed for STA and STB and (purple) the proton temperature for L1 measurements. The red line indicates the expected solar wind temperature (Richardson and Cane, 1995) and two vertical lines mark the $V_{th} = 20$ km s$^{-1}$ limit, (g) proton beta, and (i) pitch angle spectrogram of 260 eV electrons.
Figure 4  Measurements by (left) STA, (middle) Wind, and (right) STB during two transients on 14 – 15 April 2007 (Events E9 and E10). The separation angles between the spacecraft were: $\theta_{AB} = 4.2^\circ$, $\theta_{AW} = 3.1^\circ$, $\theta_{BW} = 1.2^\circ$. Panels are same as in Figure 3.
Figure 5  Measurements by (left) STA, and (right) Wind during a transient on 24 April 2007 (Event E15). The separation angles between the spacecraft were: $\theta_{AB} = 5.3^\circ$, $\theta_{AW} = 3.7^\circ$, $\theta_{BW} = 1.6^\circ$. Panels are same as in Figure 3.
Figure 6  Measurements by Wind during a transient on 8 April 2007 (Events E11). The separation angles between the spacecraft were: $\theta_{AB} = 4.8^\circ$, $\theta_{AW} = 3.4^\circ$, $\theta_{BW} = 1.4^\circ$. Panels are same as in Figure 3.

Table 4  Average values of magnetic field maximum, speed change and the radial diameter (a) for all 17 transients in our study; (b) for large-scale ICMEs identified near 1 AU by Jian et al. (2006) and Jian (2008) at solar minimum (years 1995 – 1997); (c) for large-scale ICMEs identified near 1 AU during 1995 – 2006 by Jian et al. (2006) and Jian (2008). The numbers in parenthesis give the associated probable errors of the mean.

| Period          | $B_{\text{max}}$ (nT) | $|\Delta V|$ (km s$^{-1}$) | $d$ (AU)       |
|-----------------|-----------------------|-----------------------------|----------------|
| (a)             | our study             | 7.3(±1.0)                   | 20(±4)         | 0.072(±0.012) |
| (b)             | Jian et al./min       | 13.9(±1.5)                  | 80(±12)        | 0.27(±0.03)   |
| (c)             | Jian et al./all       | 19.1(±0.70)                 | 154(±9)        | 0.40(±0.01)   |

of the small transients drove an interplanetary shock ahead of them. The fraction of shock-associated ICMEs was also found to be low near solar minimum and in 1996 none of the five observed ICMEs drove a shock (Jian et al., 2006).

Radial diameters of the identified transients, which we expect are produced by minor to modest coronal changes, ranged from 0.018 ($\sim 420 R_{E}$), to 0.23 AU with average of 0.072 AU. All except two events (E1, E17) had radial diameters less than 0.1 AU. As a comparison solar minimum ICMEs had considerably larger radial diameters, about 0.27 AU on average (Jian, 2008).

Seven of the 17 intervals listed in Table 1 were associated with clear countervstreaming suprathermal electrons and for five events strong electron halo depletions centered at 90° PA were observed. The remaining events exhibited predominantly unidirectional heat flux.
flow. We also searched for the periods of false polarities (e.g. Kahler, Crooker, and Gosling, 1996) in which the magnetic field direction imply polarities opposite to those determined from the heat-flux directions and the periods exhibiting nearly isotropic dropouts of electron heat flux (McComas et al., 1989). However, we did not find indications of such intervals.

We also investigated solar wind compositional characteristics during the transients. Solar wind helium to proton ratio was investigated using the ACE-/SWEPAM data, the \( \text{O}^{7+}/\text{O}^{6+} \) ratio using the ACE/SWICS data and finally the average iron charge states were studied from ACE/SWICS and STEREO/PLASTIC measurements. The \( \text{He}/\text{p} \) and \( \text{O}^{7+}/\text{O}^{6+} \) ratios did not show any significant increases during the transients. The average Fe charge states were also about the nominal solar wind values, except during the events E2 and E3 slightly enhanced charge states were observed at all spacecraft.

During Carrington rotations 2054 and 2055 the solar activity was minimal. Before 24 April 2007, covering the period that could affect the solar wind near 1 AU during the investigated period NOAA activity reports listed only four B class flares. The LASCO catalogue (Yashiro et al., 2004) listed 253 CMEs but the majority of these were reported as very poor events and/or events that were very narrow (few tens of degrees) and slow. No CMEs spanning over 100°, or halo CMEs, were observed. At the same time, the SECCHI Heliospheric Imagers observed the continuous outflow of apparently inhomogeneous material from the vicinity of the streamer belt (e.g. Sheeley et al., 2008a).

We examined both SOHO and STEREO SECCHI images to determine if there were any obvious changes at the mapped locations several days before the event times in Tables 1–3, without success. However, since the investigated events were all very small/weak, specific related CMEs may have been too faint or narrow to be detected by the coronagraphs, or were not identifiable in the generally present complex outflows. We also examined the SOHO EIT and STEREO EUVI movies for coronal dimmings and post-flare loops that are regarded as good indicators of CMEs. The only clear dimming we were able to identify was on 25 March thus being a good candidate to cause Event E3 (Figure 3). A very small coronal dimming in a suitable time window to produce another observed \textit{in situ} disturbance on 14–15 April occurred 10 April.

Since the proposed transients seem to be embedded in the slow solar wind without associated speed enhancements, one should obtain a relatively reliable estimation of their solar launch time by using the average solar wind speed to track them from the location of the observing spacecraft back to the Sun. Figure 7(a) shows the Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG) magnetogram-based coronal field source surface model map with dashed vertical lines indicating the estimated “solar times” of the transients listed in Tables 1–3. These models allow the approximate tracing of near-ecliptic solar wind back to its coronal source regions, as indicated by the coronal field lines connecting positive (green) and negative (red) polarity open fields to the ecliptic. It appears that most of the transients trace back to the vicinity of the model sector boundaries, which occur where the polarity of the open field lines mapped to the equator (approximately the ecliptic) change sign (see the Figure 7(a) caption). In Figure 7(b) we show the footpoints of coronal field lines that, according to the model, undergo a net opening or closing between these Carrington rotations and the prior rotations. The latter may provide some indication of where transients are likely to have arisen in the process of coronal hole boundary evolution. These regions, which trace the boundaries of the coronal holes or open fields, may represent the rough locations where the observed transients are born, if they result from reconnections near the helmet streamer base as it adjusts to the changing photospheric field. The mapping of these regions to the source surface of the model in Figure 7(c) suggests where they would begin their propagation into the solar wind. This belt of inferred transient fields is approximately the width of the slow
Figure 7  (a) The GONG synoptic ecliptic-plane field plot for the Carrington rotations 2054 and 2055. The blue thick line shows the polarity inversion line. The green dots and lines indicate positive polarity coronal holes and the open ecliptic field lines, respectively, while the red dots and lines indicate negative polarity. (b) Illustration showing the PFSS model-derived photospheric open field areas for these two Carrington rotations (CRs), where green denotes areas that remain open between adjacent CRs, and red (blue) denote newly closed (opened) areas. (c) Illustration of where the red and blue areas in (b) map to the PFSS model source surface at 2.5 \( R_S \). The green regions are the mappings of the footpoints that remain open. The red and blue hatched areas around the source surface neutral line (black) can be viewed as the width of the transient-containing slow solar wind belt. The black dashed lines indicate the times when transients were estimated to be released from the corona.
solar wind belt derived from in situ studies (e.g. Zhao and Hundhausen, 1983) (although the PFSS model with radial field at the source surface will tend to overestimate its latitudinal width).

3. Discussion

We have surveyed the structure of the slow solar wind during two Carrington rotations (2054 and 2055) coinciding with the solar activity minimum. As expected, due to very low solar activity no large-scale ICMEs were identified. However, the observations described here show that small and weak transients were frequently (17 in total) embedded in the slow solar wind.

It is documented that during solar minimum the large-scale ICMEs tend to be smaller and weaker than the ICMEs during solar maximum (e.g. Jian et al., 2006, 2008). However, the events investigated in this study were in general even smaller and weaker than solar minimum ICMEs; the identified transients had smaller scale sizes, smaller speed changes and lower magnetic field magnitudes than the average solar minimum ICME at 1 AU (Table 4). The investigated transients seemed to simply float with the slow solar wind: None of the events drove an interplanetary shock and most of the events did not exhibit significantly declining speed, which would have been an indication of an expanding structure. ICMEs near solar minimum do not generally drive shocks either and they are associated with smaller speed variations than ICMEs near solar maximum (Jian et al., 2006, 2008). The lack of declining speed profiles implies that the identified temperature depressions are rather inherent than a consequence of the expansion of the transient. We also failed to identify any ICME associated solar wind composition anomalies, during the small transients. However, the lack of composition anomalies is not surprising since the anomalies are most commonly found in fast ICMEs and ICMEs that exhibit flux rope structure (Richardson and Cane, 2004).

We observed a rather continuous range of scale sizes from very small transients, only a few hundreds of $R_E$ (comparable with the scale size of the “mini flux ropes” discussed by Moldwin et al. (2000) to the typical scale sizes of magnetic clouds at 1 AU (fraction of AU). As also discussed by Moldwin et al. (2000) this raises the question of whether these transients share a common origin, or are partly related to reconnection in the corona while others result from more distributed reconnection in the heliospheric current sheet. Similar to large-scale ICMEs the identified small transients exhibited very variable structures and characteristics.

The speeds and scale sizes of the studied events are consistent with what could be expected for the in situ counterparts of the coronal “blobs” reported first by Sheeley et al. (1997) that accelerated to the speed of the slow solar wind in the outer part of the LASCO C3 field of view. The SECCHI HI images (Sheeley et al., 2008a, 2008b; Rouillard et al., 2008) show that these blobs continue into the heliospheric space that maps back to the vicinity of the coronal streamers. Rouillard et al. (2009) [this issue] studied the evolution of the plasma compressed in-side the corotating interaction region (CIR) by combining the SECCHI HI images by STB to the in situ observations by STA. They reported a small-scale magnetic cloud with a radial extent of 0.08 AU, i.e. very similar to the average radial extent of transients studied in this work, merged with a CIR.

Over a decade ago, Crooker et al. (1993) proposed that the features associated with the so-called heliospheric plasma sheet were in fact interpretable as small-scale intertwined flux ropes compressed and distended along the heliospheric current sheet surface. Some of our
events occurred just at the sector boundary, while others could only be inferred to be close
to a sector boundary (see Figure 7). If Crooker’s region of intertwined flux tubes, perhaps
supporting local reconnection in the current sheets between flux tubes, is as wide as the slow
wind belt, one would expect to see some transients with direct HCS associations, but more
would be found distributed throughout this mixed-polarity boundary layer between solar
wind sources with opposing magnetic fields.

Potential field source surface models suggest that the majority of the investigated events
can be traced to the vicinity of coronal sector boundaries (Figure 7(a)). This raises a question
whether these transients could be in situ counterparts of the material released by reconnec-
tion at the streamer cusps and near coronal hole boundaries. This picture is also inferred in
Figures 7(b, c) from the potential field model, from coronagraph images by Sheeley et al.
(1997), and from numerical simulations by Lionello et al. (2005) of the coronal response to
differential rotation-related photospheric field evolution.

The suprathermal electron observations indicated that 7 out of 17 events were associated
with counterstreaming electrons suggesting a closed magnetic field structure still connected
to the Sun at both ends while the rest of the events exhibited unidirectional flow or strong
depletion halo electron distributions concentrated about PA 90°. Unidirectional heat flow can
be an indicator of interchange reconnection, while 90° depletions are commonly observed
on closed field lines of interplanetary coronal mass ejections and can arise from double
connection to the Sun (Gosling et al., 2002). We did not find either heat flux drop outs that
might imply fully detached plasmoids, or the false polarities which might be expected in
interchange reconnection debris. This is consistent with a general rarity of such signatures
(e.g. McComas et al., 1989).

The in situ observations were obtained from three spacecraft separated by only a few
degrees during the investigation period. However, they did not always encounter the same
transient, and when they did, if the spacecraft separation was more than few degrees the
characteristics could be quite different at each location, suggesting that the longitudinal
scale sizes of these transients are significantly smaller than the typical scale-sizes of CME-
related magnetic clouds near 1 AU during which similar field behavior can be identified
about at least 10 degrees of spacecraft separation (Mulligan et al., 1999).

The slow solar wind varies considerably with angular separation, consistent with the idea
that it is a highly structured and complex entity. It is an interesting question what is the con-
nection between the observed and the coronal “blobs” reported first by Sheeley et al. (1997)
that accelerated to the speed of the slow solar wind in the outer part of the LASCO C3 field
of view. The SECCHI HI images (Sheeley et al., 2008a, 2008b; Rouillard et al., 2008, 2009)
show that these blobs continue into the heliospheric space that maps back to the vicinity of
the coronal streamers. The later phase of the STEREO mission with larger angular sepa-
ration offers intriguing new possibilities to study the connection between coronal dynamics
and in situ transients. With one STEREO spacecraft one can image specific coronal outflows
at the limb and try to connect them with the in situ observations at the other spacecraft. We
intend to pursue this investigation as the mission progresses.
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